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要 約

이 논문에서는 frequency weighting을 이용하여 선형예측 부호화기의 명료성을 개선하는 방법을 연구한다 잡 

음이 섞이지 않은 음성에 대해서는 음성을 분석하기전에 frequency weighting을 행한다 또한 잡음이 섞인 음 

성인 경우에는 잡음성분을 spectral subtraction 방법에 의해서 제거한 다음에 frequency weighting-g： 준다. 이 

때 freqiKncy weighting 을 주기 위 해서 귀의 특성과 연관되어 잘 알려진 C-message weighting 함수, Fla- 
nagan weighting 함수 및 articulation index를 약간 수정한 weighting 함수를 사용했다. 여러 객관적인 d」 

stance measure < 사용하여 frequency weighting 방법의 성능을 측정하고 귀로 듈어 본 결과, frequency fre
ighting 방법을 사용하여 선형예측 방법에 의한 합성음의 명료도를 효율적으로 개선할 수 있었다.

ABSTRACT

In this paper we study the enhancement of intelligibility in linear predictive coding (LPC) of speech by frequency 
weighting. For clean speech, frequency weighting is done before LPC analysis. For noisy speech, the noisy effect is 
first removed by the spectral subtraction method, and then frequency weighting is done on the resulting speech. The 
weighting functions considered are the C-message weighting function, Flanagan weighting function, and the weighting 
function based on the modified articulation index. According to various distance measures used and our subjective 
listening tests, frequency weighting is effective in enhancing the intelligibility of LPC synthetic speech.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that linear predictive coding 
(LPC) is one of the most effective methods for low 
bit-rate speech coing [1], [2]. It uses the linear predic
tion method in analyzing speech signal for extraction of 
prediction or reflection coefficients. The typical trans
mission rate of an LPC vocoder ranges from 2.4 to 4.8 

Kbits/s. Although the LPC vocoder in this range yields 
relatively good synthetic speech quality, it is far from 
the toll quality, Furthermore, when there exists acous
tical noise or distortion, the quality becomes unaccept
ably degraded. For this reason much effort is being 
made to improve the speech quality of the low-rate LPC 
vocoder.

In this work we are concerned with improving the 
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method of linear prediction analysis for noisy as well as 
clean speech. Particularly, we are interested in improv
ing the intelligibility of synthetic speech. It is known 
that the second fomant of speech signal is more impor
tant in intelligibility than any other formant. In the first 
part of this work, we study three frequency-weighting 
methods that are incorporated in LPC to enhance the 

intelligibility, when the input speech is clean. They are 
the C-message weighting method, the Flanagan weighting 
method and the weighting method based on the modifi- 
fied articulation index curve. The articulation index 
curve was originally used for waveform coding. Here we 
modify it so that it can suppress energy in the low 
frequency region. It is almost similar to the Flanagan 
weighting function, but it gives more emphasis in the 
low frequency region (i.e., the first formant region).

In the second part, we investigate the improve
ment of intelligibility of LPC synthetic speech when 나ic 
input speech is noisy. In general, when speech is cor
rupted by white noise, its spectral peaks and valleys 
become farily flat, and consequently its spectral envelope 
gets also flattened. This results in severe distortion in 
speech quality and intelligibility. To reduce the distor
tion and to sharpen the spectral peaks (or formants) that 
have been flattened due to noise, we use the spectral 
subtraction method [3] -[5], and the frequency weight
ing method simultaneously.

Following this introduction, in Section II we 
introduce the frequency-weighted linear prediction 
analysis method. In Section III we study the enhance

ment in LPC analysis of noisy speech by frequency 
weighting and spectral subtraction. In Section IV we 
present simulation results, and examine the effectiveness 
of the proposed methods by using various distance 
measures. Finally, we make conclusions in Section V.

II. FREQUENCY-WEIGHTED LINEAR 
PREDICTION ANALYSIS OF 

CLEAN SPEECH

As mentioned previously, LPC vocoder is efficient 
for low-bit rate (i.e., 2.4 Kbits/s) speech coding. Its 
quality is relatively good at that rate, but is not of toll 
quality. Particularly, its intelligibility needs to be 
improved. This may be accomplished by extracting 
prediction coefficients from frequency-weighted speech 

which has weighting on the perceptually important 
second formant region.

We now formulate LPC in the frequency domain 
and introduce the frequency-weighted linear prediction 
analysis. The z-transform of prediction error signal e(n) 
is given by

M
E (z) + 応]ak次)S (z)

= .A(z) 이z) (1)

where S(z) is the z-transform of input signal s(n), and 
{a^} and A(z) are prediction coefficients and the cor
responding z-transform, respectively. Also, the error 
energy E is represented by

°。 „ i 广
E= L e2(n) = — \ ] E (to) ]zdu)⑵

n=—oo ZTT J —x

where E (이 is the representation of error signal in the 
frequency domain. If we define

P(이 스 丨 甲이 ]2, (3)

the error energy may be expressed as

E = rz I 씨이 I2 dcu (4)
乙氏j —x

Prediction coefficients {气} are then obtained by mini
mizing the error energy as

= 0 for i = 1,............ , P. (5)
oa i

Here, since we want to obtain frequency-weighted LPC 
coefficients, we first obtain the frequency-weighted 
autocrrelation coefficients R(k) as

R(k) =(2，r)T] S(이 F] 州财2丿顷 daJ 

J —兀

(6) 
where W (納 is a weighting function. In this work we 
use three weighting functions; the C-message wei아iting 
function, the Flanagan weighting function and the 
weighting function based on modified articulation index. 
These aie given, respectively, in the frequency domain as 
the following：

(i) C message curve

W( f) =39.8 x -40 (dB) 0 < f < 1 KHz

=0 (dB) 1 < f < 3 Kite (7)

= -0a018xf- 1.4 (dB) 3 < 4 KHz
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(ii) Flanagan weighting curve

W(f) 2.27 x-—- - 30 (dB) 0<f<035KHz 
350

= "34 x；二 -8.77 서B) 0.35 <f<0.8KHz

450

=—0.22 x +5.525(dB) 0.8<f<4 KHz

(8)

(iii) Modified articulation index curve

W(f) = 4 x 嘉一 5
(dB) 0<f <0.6Klfe

=一1 (dB) 0.6 <f < L5Kffe

=—4 x■纺T (dB) 1.5 <f <2 KHz 

500

=一5 (dB) 2 <f <3 KFk 

Fig. 1 shows the three weighting functions. The C- 
message curve has uniform weighting from 1 to 3 KHz, 
and in other region it has linearly decreasing weight. 
The Flanagan weighting curve emphasizes the frequency 
region from 0.6 to 1.5 KHz. The modified articulation 
index curve is similar to the Flanagan weighting curve 
and gives more weight than Flanagan weighting in the 
frequency region below 0.6 KHz.

A block diagram showing the procedure of getting 
the frequency weighted LPC coefficients is given in Fig.
2. The input signal s(n) is windowed by a Hamming 
window. The windowed signal s\n) is transformed to 
frequency domain by the FFT. And the input signal 
power specti■낞m |S(s) |2 is weighted for each frequency 
component. After frequency weighting, we obtain the 
frequency-weighted autocorrelation coefficients { R(i)} 
by the inverse FFT, from which we calculate the predic
tion coefficients {代} or reflection coefficients {k『by 
using the modified Levinson's algorithm.=—5 -------- (dB)
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3 <f <4 Klfe (9)

Fig. 1 Frequency weighting curves.

(a) C-messag운 weighting curve
(b) Modified articulation index curve
(c) Flanagan weighting curve
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Fig. 2 Analysis procedure for frequency-weighted LPC coefficients.

III. ENHANCEMENT AND FREQUENCY- 
WEIGHTED LINEAR PREDICTION 

ANALYSIS OF NOISY SPEECH

In general, noisy speech enhancement can be 
done by using adaptive digital filtering [6] or spectral 
subtraction method [3] -[5]. In this work we utilize 
the spectral subtraction method to reduce the noisy 
effect. Then, the enhanced speech is frequency-weight
ed before LPC analysis to get the prediction coefficients. 

The procedure can be explained as follows. During non
speech activity, we get the noise power spectrum, and 
subtract it from the noisy speech power spectrum. We 
use the phase of noisy speech signal as that of the en
hanced speech signal. Mathematically, we can write

&(产)=〔1乂(此)]-lN(e>)]'；e^X (10) 

where S(e^ ) is enhanced speech signal power spectrum, 
X (Qs) is noisy speech signal power spectrum, NCe") 
is noise power spectrum, and 0X is phase of noisy speech 
spectrum. If the subtracted magnitude of frequency 
component becomes negative, we set it equal to zero. A 
block diagram of noisy speech enhancement in the fre
quency-weighted analysis is shown in Fig. 3. The 
estimated noise power spectrum is first subtracted from 
the input noisy speech power spectrum, and then 
frequency weighting is done in the same way as for clean 
speech (see Section II). The result is inverse Fourier 
transformed, and finally the prediction or reflection 
coefficients are calculated by the conventional modified 
Levinson's algorithm.

R⑴

Fig. 3 Block d코agram of spectral 

subtraction method.
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IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION AND 
DISCUSSION

The frequency-weighted linear prediction algori
thm has been simulated on Data General's MV/8000 
computer, and advantages of the proposed algorithm 
over the conventional method have been investigated. 
For our simulation real speech band-limited to 4 KHz 
and sampled at 10 KHz has been used. To obtain noisy 
speech we have generated white Gaussian noise using a 
random number generation program and 쇼dded it to 
clean speech. In the LPC analysis, we have used the 
following parameter values:

Window length (Hamming window) 27.5 ms

Overlap length 5 ms

Frame length 22.5 ms

Number of coefficients 10

Length of FFT and inverse FFT 256

To compare the performance of the proposed 
LPC algorithm with the conventional one, the LPC 
distance measure and the frequency-or energy-weighted 
spectral distance measure were used. These are now 
described briefly.

LPC Distance

Itakura has proposed the LPC distance measure as 
a criterion of deviation between the reference and test 
speech [7]. It is defined by

J 业르
D 스 % (H)

where 으 denotes a column vector by linear prediction 
coefficients under test and _ac denotes that obtained 
from clean speech:

T
으=( 1，约 , a2,............  aM)

T
으？=( 1, %, ac2,........... a^) ,

R is an (M+l) x (M+l) autocorrelation matrix of the 
clean speech, and N^ff is an effective sample length of 
one analysis frame given by

瞞? = O.65N

where the Hamming window is used [8]

Frequency-Weighted Spectral Distance

Frequency-weighted spectral distance measure is 
defined by

SB (ejuk)(；log B (ejo，k)-logB(ej"k)y

D 으 —% _____________

- "外)

(12)

where Bc is the LPC spectrum obtained from clean 
speech and B is that under test. The use of a frequency- 
weighted distance measure that emphasizes spectral 
peaks is desirable because human ears are more sensitive 
to the changes in spectral peaks rather than in valleys 
[9]-

Energy Weighted Distance

It is reasonable to assume that the distortion in a 
frame with lower energy has less influence on quality 
than that in a frame with higher energy. Therefore, we 
have also used a measure of time average energy weight
ing. This measure is defined as

M N— 2 、
£“〔( s (n))-D 〕

一蚌으. m-------土 (13)

一 M N-l 2
8 (n) 

m=0 n=0 m

where m denotes the frame number, M is the total 
number of frames and Dm is the spectral distance 
measure in the m th block.

In our study we have used the three frequency
weighting curves ^iown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 4 the spectrum 
of clean speech and LPC spectra of clean speech, C- 
message-weighted and Flanagan-weighted speech are 
shown. As seen in the figure, below 1 KHz LPC spectra 
with Flanagan weighting represents more closely than 
that with C-message weighting, but' above 1500 Hz 
C- message weightin옹 follows more closely to the LPC 
spectrum of clean speech. Also we can observe that the 
LPC spectrum with either weighting function tracks the 
original speech spectrum more closely than that without 
weighting in the second formant frequency region. In 
Fig. 5 the spectrum of clean speech, LPC spectra of
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Fig. 4 (a) Spectrum of clean speech and LPC spectra of (b) clean 
speech (c) speech with C-message weighting (d) speech with 
Flanagan weighting.

0 500 1000 WWW Z5O0

FREQUENCY(Hz)

3000 3MJ0 4G09

Fig. 5 (a) Spectr낞m of clean speech and LPC spectra 
speech (c) speech with modified articulation
(d) speech with Flanagan weighting.

of (b) clean 
weighting and
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clean speech and Flanagan-weighted and modified arti
culation index weighted speech are shown. In this 
figure, above 800 Hz both weighting functions yield 
almost the same spectra, but below 800 Hz the articula
tion index curve follows the spectrum of speech more 
closely than the Flanagan weighting curve. This result 
is due to the fact that in the low frequency region the 
articulation index curve gives more weight than the 
Flanagan weighting curve.

In Fig. 6 the spectrum of clean speech and LPC 
spectra of 10 dB noisy speech, enhanced speech and 
C-message weighted speech are shown. It is seen that as 
a result of the effect of enhancement and C-message 
weighting, the second formant frequency region is 
emphasized. In addition, Figs. 7 and 8 show the LPC 
spectra of Flanagan-weighted and modified articulation 
index weighted speech in addition to that of 10 dB noisy 
speech. We note that the effect of weighting on noisy 
speech is almost the same as that on clean speech.

Figs. 9 through 11 show LPC distance measure, 

frequency-weighted spectral distance measure and 
energy-weighted spectral distance measure between the 
reference (i.e., clean speech) and test speech with various 
SNR*s,  respectively. Also, in Figs. 12 through 14, we 
compare the frequency-weighted LPC distance of noisy 
speech with those of enhanced speech with C-message 
weighting, Flanagan weighting and also modified arti
culation index weighting, respectively.

According to the simulation results presented 
above, the frequency weighting method is indeed 
generally effective in enhancing the intelligibility of 
synthetic speech regardless the input speech is clean or 
not. Also, the ccwnbined use of the spectral subtraction 
method and the frequency weighting method improves 
the quality and intelligibility of synthetic speech. In 
addition to testing with the objective distance measures, 
we also tested subjectively by listening to synthetic 
speeches. Our subjective testing confirmed the effective
ness of frequency weighting in enhancing the intelligi
bility of LPC synthetic speech.

0 500 1000 V5W 欧汩日 3900 3500 400Q

FREQUENCY(Hz)

Fig. 6 (a) Spectrum of clean speech and LPC spectra of (b) 10 dB
noisy speech, (c) enhanced speech and (d) enhanced speech 
with C-message weighting.
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Fig. 7 (a) Spectrum of clean speech and LPC spectra of (b) 10 dB
noisy speech (c) enhanced speech and (d) enhanced speech 
with Flanagan weighting.
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Fig, 8 (a) Spectrum of clean speech and LPC spectra of (b) 10 dB
noisy speech (c) enhanced speech (d) enhanced speech with 
modified articulation weighting.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have studied the enhancement of intelligibility 
in linear predictive coding of speech by frequency 
weighting. The weighting functions considered are the 
C-message weighting function, Flanagan weighting func
tion and the weighting function based on the modified 
articulation index. It can be concluded that the fre
quency weighting method is indeed generally effective in 
enhancing the intelligibility of LPC synthetic speech 
regardless the input speech is clean or noisy.
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